This article investigates electronic dictionaries under the framework of Systemic-Functional Multimodal Discourse Analysis (SF-MDA) and argues for improving their exemplification multimodally. Multimodal devices, if well coordinated, can help optimize e-dictionary examples in informativity, diversity, dynamicity and interactivity. The term multimodal exemplification is tentatively proposed under the umbrella of multimodal lexicography (Lew 2010), and defined as the selection and presentation of examples with multimodal devices for achieving greater effectiveness in exemplifying than language does alone, especially in an e-dictionary. Evidence shows that multimodal exemplification can expand the three metafunctional meanings of the e-dictionary discourse: ideational, interpersonal and textual. Ideational meaning can be enriched by not only multimodal examples per se but also cross-modal example-definition ties, and hyperlinks facilitate meaning flow in the semantic network. Interpersonal meaning can be expanded by user participation and design options, including those for page layout (spatial mode) and example genre style (verbal mode). Textual meaning can be reinforced by information value, composition, salience and framing. This article makes a first attempt to explore the intermodal relationship between a definition and the examples under the same sense, and to present a diagram illustrating a typical design of visual space in e-dictionaries. By exploring the special features of multimodal example texts, it may deepen our understanding of the emerging multimodal lexicography and complement multimodal discourse studies from a lexicographical perspective.
Introduction
Electronic dictionaries (e-dictionaries) have become increasingly popular as a tool of language learning and use in the digital era. In 2012, Macmillan announced that henceforth its dictionaries would only be published online. As "we are liberated from the straitjacket of the printed page and alphabetical order" (Atkins 1996: 516) , the use of multimodal resources has become an important topic for lexicography. The combination of different semiotic modes (textual, visual, audio, spatial, etc. ) is critical to the information processing of an audience because it can expand meaning by creating new space for interpretations (Lemke 2002) . So multimodality plays an important role in meaning representation in (e-)dictionaries. Examples serve as a basic constituent of the dictionary microstructure, reinforcing meaning explanations, illustrating collocations and colligations, and contextualizing for cultural, stylistic and pragmatic implications (Xu 2009: 12, 26-29 ; see also Nielsen 2014; Prinsloo 2015; Taljard 2015) . In e-dictionaries, the different semiotic modes can be employed to develop this potential to a much greater extent than in print dictionaries. In fact, e-dictionary multimodality has changed exemplification profoundly, enriching and expanding meaning in various dimensions. To deepen our understanding of e-dictionary exemplification in the digital transformation, the term multimodal exemplification is proposed under the umbrella of multimodal lexicography (Lew 2010) , following my previous work on multimodal definition 1 (Liu 2015) . It is tentatively defined as the selection and presentation of examples with multimodal devices for achieving greater effectiveness in exemplifying than language does alone, especially in an e-dictionary.
The present study is guided by the framework of Multimodal Discourse Analysis from a Systemic-Functional perspective, SF-MDA (cf. O'Halloran 2008) . MDA is an emerging paradigm in discourse studies which extends the study of language per se to the study of language in combination with other resources, such as images, scientific symbolism, gesture, action, music and sound (O'Halloran 2011: 120) . After all, dictionary examples constitute a special genre of discourse, and contribute to the formation of a dictionary text, achieving cohesion with it (cf. Szende 1999; Xu 2009: 8, 26-29) . The (multimodal) discourse perspective can be traced back to a holistic view of meaning in a dictionary.
Following the theory of "meaning as use" (Wittgenstein 1953) , meaning and usage are inseparable, and "in a living language vocabulary and grammar do not have their own independent existences" (Tarp 2008: 135) . Cognitive findings tell us that linguistic information of a word or phrase is merged with encyclopedic information. Meaning is of multiple facets blended into a whole, and "multifaceted meaning descriptions can improve the usability of a dictionary" (Kremer and Abel 2010) . If properly employed, multimodal resources for e-dictionary examples may facilitate this process of blending. With space restrictions removed, it is likely for e-dictionaries to have an optimum number of examples showing a great variety of usage. When necessary, e-dictionaries can have options for longer examples than their paper counterparts, providing a complete co-text for users 2 (cf. Wojciechowska 2015) . Meaning can be enriched in such a way as to improve the informativity and diversity of examples.
In addition, the meaning network in a dictionary is dynamic and interactive (cf. Prinsloo et al. 2012) . For one thing, meaning tends to be co-constructed by the dictionary writers and users in the digital revolution. Users' participation in exemplification and their interaction with the dictionary have increased, and user-friendliness and example acceptability can be improved. Users can contribute examples, comment on them or make customized use of them. For another, the hypermodal affordances, like hyperlinks in examples, enable dictionary users to expand the meaning network outside the microstructure of a dictionary, thus meaning "flows". E-dictionary examples are characterized by hypermodality and hypertextuality 3 , allowing for more reading paths.
The paper argues that multimodal exemplification has the potential of expanding meaning on demand. Expansion means not only enrichment (informativity and diversity) but also flow (dynamicity or interactivity) in the semantic network. In previous literature on MDA, meaning expansion may only refer to the former. Meaning refers to Halliday's (1985) three metafunctions: ideational, interpersonal and textual 4 .
Drawing evidence mainly from online English learner's dictionaries, the article addresses the following research questions:
(1) Is it necessary to optimize meaning representation by e-dictionary examples from a multimodal perspective?
(2) Can multimodal exemplification expand the ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings in the e-dictionary discourse? If yes, how?
Background

Exemplification limitations of paper dictionaries
Paper dictionaries are often subject to space restrictions, with their layout confined by the alphabetic order. Unlike the hypertext, the printed text only has a single conventional sequence. As a result, limitations of exemplification may arise in terms of number, variety and the way of presentation.
One contentious problem about the exemplification in paper dictionaries is what words should be exemplified and how many examples should be given in specific cases, with a seeming focus on collocations. Xu (2009: 156-166) argued that some words should be better exemplified in the Big Five dictionaries 5 , with illustrations of collocational and syntactic complexities of verbs. A survey by Zhang (2015: 89-92 ) showed there were not enough collocational examples in the mainstream English dictionaries. COBUILD decided on a policy of exemplifying as many words as possible (Fox 1987: 137) , but this still can't guarantee consistency in exemplification, and Stein (2002: 206) pointed out the need of examples for some concrete nouns to show "morphological restriction on specific word-formation structures".
A second limitation involves the deixis (person, time or space). "The dictionary example cannot usually afford to look outside itself for complete elucidation" (Chen and Chung 2008) and in the fragmental context exhibited in an example sentence, deixis poses a problem for lexicographers (Xu 2009: 120-137 ). Pronouns and "neutralized" atemporal statements are used (Szende 1999) . But in such cases, the cultural, stylistic and pragmatic information may be dispensed with even when it is necessary. Accordingly, authenticity, naturalness and meaning completeness of examples may decline.
A third limitation may lie in the way of displaying information and the users' access to examples. In such densely printed pages of text, reading is often linear and strictly coded (cf. Van Leeuwen 2005: 204) . The one-time displaying in a fixed order might leave the users in a passive state of reception. There is a lack of customized presentations of information which are likely to encourage users' active participation in meaning making and improve the usability of dictionaries.
Exemplification limitations of paper dictionaries highlight some advantages of e-dictionaries: hybridization, more and better data, efficiency of access, customization, corpus integration, and user input (cf. Granger 2012) . Freedom from the traditional paper format has removed constraints on size and format, paving the way for multi-faceted, flexible and rich representations of word meaning and use that have been unfeasible for print dictionaries (Fellbaum 2014) . With the potential of displaying information in a more usable and userfriendly way, multimodal devices in e-dictionaries, if properly employed, can optimize the meaning representation by examples.
Potential problems with current e-dictionaries
Previous literature about e-dictionaries shows that problems still exist in at least two areas, examples and multimodal features. First, there is room for improvement in examples. Many online dictionaries, like Wordnik, show contemporary web-derived example sentences on the right side of the screen, supported, on the left, by definitions from a range of traditional dictionaries which don't reflect the recently-coined meaning in the examples (Rundell 2015) . As noted by Frankenberg-Garcia (2012) , there seem to be few dictionary examples that give clear contextual clues about meaning and help with grammar at the same time. "Language users seem to appreciate examples from dictionaries, but there is not much proof that the examples in dictionaries as they are today suffice" (Frankenberg-Garcia 2015) .
Second, surveys showed that users were not satisfied with the multimodal features of e-dictionaries. According to Müller-Spitzer et al. (2012) , features typical of digital dictionaries, specifically adaptability and multimedia, received the lowest ratings, and "we wanted to know how users assess innovative features, such as the use of multimedia data or the option of user-adaptive adjustment to an online dictionary" (Müller-Spitzer 2014: 6). After all, it is not easy for lexicographers to understand how to make proper use of them in specific e-dictionaries for specific users since related empirical research has provided an unclear picture. Kaneta (2011) found dictionary interfaces influenced both the amount and the length of reference to illustrative examples, and users' choice of interfaces "depends on the quality of information available outside the folded elements" (Lew 2015) , but Klosa et al. (2014) showed most users chose the expanded view as a default. Dziemianko (2015) proved that color influenced the speed and effectiveness of dictionary search as well as the retention of the retrieved information. Lew and Doroszewska (2009) found a negative effect of viewing animated images on vocabulary retention, but Kemmer (2014: 251-278) indicated a slight majority of users preferred pictorial information to verbal information, especially the younger generation (cf. Lew 2015) . Lew et al. (2017) identified a surprising degree of balance in whether the picture or (verbal) definition was viewed first, and the fact that dictionary users normally viewed both. With mixed and even inconsistent findings, these studies highlighted the importance of using multimodal devices appropriately.
According to Gouws (2014) , many lexicographic e-products were developed without any influence from innovative theoretical suggestions, and as a result current e-dictionaries often do not live up to the expectations of their users. It is necessary to devise theoretical models for e-dictionaries that focus on critical areas like the data to be included in these dictionaries, the structures to present and accommodate the data, and the way they should respond to the needs of their target users (Gouws 2014 ). E-dictionaries should be characterized by customized presentations of lexicographical data, and the display of data must be redefined (cf. Gouws 2014; L'Homme and Cormier 2014).
The potential of multimodal resources has not been well exploited for exemplification. For the sake of dictionary users, it is necessary to optimize the examples in e-dictionaries from a multimodal perspective. Exploring how multimodal exemplification influences meaning representation in the e-dictionary discourse may serve as a preliminary step for the construction of theoretical models for e-dictionaries.
Expansion of ideational meaning
From this part on, the article will explore how multimodal exemplification can expand the three metafunctional meanings of the semiotic system, ideational, interpersonal and textual (Halliday 1985) . Ideational semiotic structures construct the nature of events, the objects and participants, and the circumstances; interpersonal structures construct the nature of relationships among addressers and addressees, and viewers and the viewed; and textual structures concern the distribution of the information value or relative emphasis among different elements (cf. Kress and Van Leeuwen 2006: 15) . The inherent relationship between the three metafunctions and the criteria for examples may help us understand multimodal exemplification better. According to Xu (2009: 10) , there are four major criteria, namely, informativity, intentionality, acceptability and cohesion 6 . The ideational metafunction concerns informativity, the interpersonal has much to do with intentionality and acceptability, and the textual involves cohesion.
It is found that ideational meaning can be expanded by multimodal exemplification in three major ways: meaning enrichment realized by multimodal examples (i.e. multimodal resources used for examples), meaning enrichment mediated by example-definition ties, and meaning flow facilitated by example hyperlinks.
Meaning enrichment by multimodal examples
When necessary, the quantity and variety of examples can be increased in an edictionary, and more particulars or nuances of vocabulary usage can be shown than in print dictionaries, enriching the ideational meaning. A lot of e-dictionaries offer the recordings of examples. They can be human voice and synthesized speech. The sound speed can be adjusted by dictionary users, or sometimes there are two speed alternatives (slow or fast). There are also sound choices of gender (male or female) and language variety (e.g. British English or American English). Some e-dictionaries even provide authentic recordings clipped from movies, speeches or news programs, like Youdao English Dictionaries (YED, http://dict.youdao.com/) while others may give those from well-known literary works and mainstream textbooks, like Fayu Zhushou French Dictionaries (FZFD, https://www.frdic.com/).
The visual mode, including color, font, symbol and notation, can also be properly used to reinforce the ideational meaning. Figure 1 shows a part of the love entry in Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE). Several semiotic resources are used to reinforce the representation of collocation and idiomatic usage, like highlighting such an expression in its examples with an underline and boldface font when the mouse cursor hovers over it (see "love at first sight" in Figure 1 ). During this multimodal human-computer interaction, the solid line emerges, which may imply a lexical bundle as cross-modal metaphor. Its emerging process might give some readers a sense of formation of the bundle.
Figure 1: Love in LDOCE
Furthermore, there is simultaneous highlighting of parallel lexical units. For instance, in the bilingual examples of YED, any word and its Chinese/English counterpart will be concurrently highlighted with the mouse cursor hovering over it, as indicated by the match between "exploit" and "利用" in the second sentence in Figure 2 (screenshot from the entry of learn, http://dict.youdao. com/search?le=eng&q=learn&keyfrom=dict.top).
Figure 2: Learn in YED
The visual information can also be synchronized with the audio. A word in a sentence changes its color when its recording is played, achieving a kind of real-time cross-modal alignment like karaoke singing or movie subtitles. By representing the ideational meaning of example sentences in great detail, such visual-visual or visual-audio synchronization may facilitate the understanding of specific words or collocations, which is likely to improve exemplification effectiveness.
Meaning enrichment by example-definition ties
The enrichment of ideational meaning within the microstructure is investigated by looking at the cross-modal/intermodal ties between a definition and an example under the same sense. Identifying cohesive links and examining the logical relations in ideational meaning that extend across semiotic modes may help us gain an in-depth understanding of intermodal synergy, the cooperation and interaction among different modes (Royce 1998 (Royce , 2007 Chan 2011: 144-167) . According to the model of Chan (2011: 144-165) , there are two types of intermodal relations, concurrence and complementarity. The (intermodal) concurrence or agreement denotes that meanings across modes are similar while (intermodal) complementarity suggests that meanings across modes are different but complement each other (ibid.). An online children's dictionary, Wordsmyth Kid's English Dictionary (WKED), is used to illustrate the example-definition concurrence and complementarity. The example-definition concurrence can be illustrated by the entry of swan in Figure 3 (screenshot from http: //kids.wordsmyth.net/wild/). The picture is a non-verbal definition of the headword according to the concept of multimodal definition (Liu 2015) . The example sentence describes what the picture is, indicating intermodal concurrence. So meanings across modes are similar and in this way the example enriches the meaning of the verbal definition, indicating the difference in size between a swan and a duck or goose. At first sight, the dictionary users may see only two salient white swans in the foreground of the picture, and the example sentence can remind them of the small ducks and geese in the background (cf. Kemmer 2014: 251-278) . That may constitute a two-step cognition process from a definition to examples. Figure 4 (http://kids.wordsmyth.net/ wild/). The verbal mode (language) and the visual mode (picture) of its definition provide visual information about the owl by depicting its physical appearance. Its example sentence offers auditory information by describing its sound verbally. So the definition and the example complement each other. However, if an audio file of the owl's crying or the example sentence were offered, that would achieve example-definition complementarity to a greater extent. In this case, the inclusion of pertinent sound and images as devices optimizing meaning representation is grounded on the principle of synaesthesia. Hyperlinks in e-dictionaries help users find and build semantic connections between words. They can be used on each word in an example to direct the user to another entry in or outside the dictionary. Such exemplification problems as collocations and deixis can be greatly eased. As the smartphone application (app) of OALD (Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary) says, "you can tap on any word within an entry to jump to the entry for that word". That enhances hypertextuality of the dictionary and creates meaning flow. So meaning is expanded from the microstructure to other parts of the dictionary, or even outside the dictionary. Furthermore, there is a trend of linking and fusing dictionaries with other resources (Chen 2010), i.e. hybridization (cf. Granger 2012) . A local app of Fayu Zhushou French Dictionaries (FZFD) in China offers example sentences from novels, movies and textbooks, with hyperlinks directing users to the source materials. Figure 5 shows its entry of dans with sentences respectively from The Three Musketeers, Intermediate French Listening Textbook and Comprehensive French Textbook 2 in its smartphone app. The "traversals" between the semantic world within the dictionary and external learning resources are semiotically realized with the design of the page or screen (cf. Lemke 2005) . 
Expansion of interpersonal meaning
Interpersonal meaning concerns two major parties: dictionary users and makers/ writers. By user participation and interaction with the dictionary (makers), interpersonal meaning flows. Since there are more design options for dictionary makers, interpersonal meaning can be enriched.
User participation and interaction as meaning flow
Compared with paper dictionaries, e-dictionaries provide users with more chances of participation and interaction, facilitating greater flexibility in example use, which can expand interpersonal meaning and improve the acceptability of examples. Information can be presented in an array of interlinked web pages and media networks, enabling e-dictionary users to navigate and choose their own pathways through this semantic "universe". Users can tailor the use according to their own needs. They can change dictionary settings (like interface style), make bookmarks to examples, and store favourite sentences in their own example bank. Taking smartphone or tablet dictionary apps as an example, due to their portability, they can work as flash cards for learners to carry with them. And they have cameras, so a user can add a picture to certain words or examples to aid memorization and retrieval if such apps are open-ended. Many e-dictionaries invite users to contribute examples or make comments on them (see "user input" by Granger 2012; and "user-generated content" by Lew 2014). In the sentence example bank interface of Jinshan Ciba English Dictionaries (iCIBA), there are user interaction buttons for reporting a mistaken example, praising a good one and saving a useful one. Figure 6 is a screenshot of examples of love (http://dj.iciba.com/love1.html#).
Figure 6: User interaction buttons in iCIBA
In Figure 6 , the "Learn" button at the end of each example sentence indicates a timed activity of memorizing an example. When triggering it, the user will be invited to put in order the words in an example sentence in 40 seconds (see Figure 7) . The time counter urges the user to finish the task quickly, arousing a strong sense of engagement. Furthermore, in contrast to the cool and rational blue which may represent authority in the example page (see Figure 6 ), bright orange is used for the learning activity interface, which may connote such cultural meanings or personal emotions as enthusiasm, fascination, creativity, determination, and stimulation (Gage 1993 ). 
Design options as meaning enrichment
With less pressure to save space, there are more design choices for e-dictionaries. This diversification is likely to reinforce the interpersonal metafunction, improving the intentionality of examples. Integrated with customization, it may enhance their acceptability. The page/screen layout (spatial mode) and the example genre style (verbal mode) are taken as examples for illustration. The page layout for examples usually looks less "crowded" and cluttered in e-dictionaries. Individual examples often start on a new line while they tend to be run-on in traditional print dictionaries (Lew and De Schryver 2014) . Contemporary designs may have large bands of space simply to suggest lightness of the reading experience and also create a sense of "room to think" or "contemplation" . A case in point is online Merriam-Webster Learner's Dictionary (MWLD). We find lots of white space for its example texts as the entry of love in Figure 8 shows (screenshot from http://www.learnersdictionary. com/definition/love). In contrast, the print dictionary design is filled with dense texts and communicates the opposite, providing comprehensive amounts of detailed information fulfilling its role as an informer. As Figure 8 shows, such instructions as "often used before another noun" and "when people begin to feel…" help enrich interpersonal meaning because they sound like tips from a thoughtful guide or a patient helper. This communicative style suggests a sense of accessibility on behalf of the speaker and of engagement with a reader presumed to have needs .
Similar to the conversational style, there is a story style for WKED. The examples for each definition constitute a story in a continuous text unit (see Figures 3 and 4) . The story style, together with the image on its right, may be very suitable for children's dictionaries for having advantages of readability and user-friendliness. Besides the interpersonal metafunction, this style may also help reinforce the textual metafunction, both coherence in content and cohesion in form. In contrast, the discrete examples in other dictionaries are relatively independent semantic units.
In a word, the digital transformation has changed the relations between dictionary writers and users, from one where authoritative experts presented information to a passive public to one of engagement and participation. This shift to user-friendliness might be driven by the social force of marketization , attracting funding from advertisements to maintain the e-dictionary.
Expansion of textual meaning
This part analyzes how textual meaning is expanded in the multimodal example discourse in relation to its neighbouring elements. Information value, salience and framing are three interrelated systems in exploring textual meaning (Kress and Van Leeuwen 2006: 177) . Information value refers to how certain elements are placed in a space to give them a particular value, which is closely related to composition types (ibid.). Salience means that elements are made to attract the viewer's attention to different degrees, as realized by such factors as placement in the foreground or background, relative size, contrasts in tonal value (or color), and differences in sharpness, etc (ibid.). Framing is the use of boundaries connecting or disconnecting spaces (cf. ibid.).
Information value and composition as meaning flow
According to Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006: 177-201) , there are three main types of composition: vertical (top-bottom, Ideal-Real), horizontal (left-right, Given-New) and circular (Center-Margin, nucleus-subservient). They are used for different purposes on the e-dictionary screen. On a vertical axis, elements at the top are often described as ideal, and the generalized essence of information and therefore usually most salient; elements placed at the bottom are often represented as real, and present more specific, factual information (cf. Leijon 2016) . In the microstructure, a definition is usually placed above the examples under the same sense, forming a typical vertical composition. The definition could be ideal information while examples could be real. In the example text, the vertical composition is most often used. While consulting an e-dictionary, the user usually scrolls down from a definition to the examples, forming a top-bottom reading path. The example text can be further divided into several vertical compositions. In many dictionaries, examples are classified into groups of collocation patterns. Each pattern is followed by specific phrase or sentence examples (see Figure 1) . The same rule of information value applies here.
There is a distinctive subtype of the vertical composition for examples in smartphone or tablet dictionary apps. In FZFD (see Figure 5 ), for instance, elements are mostly placed into equally sized tiles which could be swiped across to see more. This form of organization allows contents to be textually linked as choices of the same order since tiles of the same size also create textual linking or rhyming, alongside that accomplished by color and fonts . In this sense, the textual meaning flows rhythmically and this kind of harmony may be important for small-screen reading.
In a horizontal composition, elements on the left could be given information, and those on the right could be new as we tend to read from left to right. This type of composition is found in many e-dictionaries. For instance, in WKED (see Figures 3 and 4) , the verbal text of the definition and examples is placed on the left while the picture is on the right. Compared with the picture, the verbal text is given information. The image plays a distinctive role as bearing witness. As a non-verbal definition device (cf. Liu 2015), the picture is mainly aligned with the verbal definition. But the bottom of the picture is aligned with the top of the example text. Such a nuance in composition symbolizes that examples, as a complement to the definition, will describe the picture. So the position of the picture, if carefully chosen, can embody reading tips for dictionary users.
The circular composition is often used if we take a look outside the microstructure. Elements in a space could be located in a circular relation along the dimensions of Center (the nucleus) or Margin (more subservient) (Van Leeuwen 2005: 208) . As far as a whole page of an e-dictionary is concerned, the definitions and examples are usually placed in the center, with additional information (usually hyperlinks) put around them. A triptych, a three-part structure, is often seen in such a circular layout.
On the basis of Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006: 177-201) , Figure 9 is drawn to illustrate the above three composition types with their information value rules, which constitutes a typical design of visual space in e-dictionaries.
Figure 9: A typical design of visual space in e-dictionaries
In terms of information value, the textual meaning usually flows from Ideal to Real, from Given to New, and from nucleus to subservient, forming an organic network of textual cohesion in e-dictionaries.
Salience and framing as meaning enrichment
According to Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006: 201) , salience can create a hierar-chy of importance among the elements, selecting some as more important, more worthy of attention than others. The Given may be more salient than the New, for instance, or the New more salient than the Given, or both may be equally salient. And the same applies to Ideal and Real and to Center and Margin. As illustrated above, in a typical visual design of e-dictionaries, more salience may be intended for the Given (verbal), Ideal (definition or collocation heading) and Center (definition and example) although psychological salience depends on individual users in specific cases. For salience and framing, various semiotic devices can be coordinated such as color, font and line (cf. Liu and Qu 2014) . LDOCE (see Figure 1) is characterized by the use of striking blue with high saturation and boldface font for the collocation heading, which helps framing, symbolizing more salience and more information value on collocation patterns (i.e. fixed phrase examples standing for generality) than sentence examples (embodying specificity). Instead, MWLD (see Figure 8 ) extensively uses icons (squares, addition marks, dashes and diamonds etc.) for framing. FZFD (see Figure 5 ) uses lines instead. The different styles may cater for different cognitive styles of dictionary users.
In addition, foregrounding and backgrounding are used on an e-dictionary screen. For instance, there is a practical function of hiding examples which may help optimize textual cohesion in e-dictionaries. A case in point is the offline desktop version of Jinshan Ciba English Dictionaries (JCED) where the examples following each definition can be hidden. The "hide" (top of Figure 10 ) and "unhide" (bottom of Figure 10 ) functions give users chances of arranging the interface layout for their own sake. This customization device may facilitate their cognitive process and also enhance the interpersonal metafunction as well. With hierarchies of salience and devices of framing, the example texts in e-dictionaries allow for more reading paths than paper dictionaries, and hence for the heterogeneity and diversity of their large readership (cf. Van Leeuwen 2005: 205) . Unlike movies or exhibitions, e-dictionary example texts are nonlinear. Non-linear texts often impose a paradigmatics (instead of syntagmatics), leaving the reader to sequence and connect the elements presented (Kress and Van Leeuwen 2006: 208) . In the design of such texts there will be pressure to put more of the meaning in the individual elements of the composition, and to use more self-contained items of information (ibid.).
6.
Discussion and conclusion
Main findings and implications
This study was inspired by Lew (2010) . Following my previous work on multimodal definition, the article tentatively proposes a new term, multimodal exemplification. A holistic view of meaning and a systemic-functional approach to the semiotic system are adopted for multimodal discourse analysis. Complementing previous literature, the study has the following main findings. First, the concept of meaning expansion in the field of MDA is extended, with evidence that multimodal exemplification can expand meaning by enriching it and making it "flow" in the semantic network. In this process of expansion, the three metafunctions of the semiotic system can be reinforced: ideational, interpersonal and textual.
Second, meaning can be enriched not only by multimodal examples per se but also by example-definition ties. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first attempt to explore the intermodal relationship between a definition and the examples under the same sense.
Third, the dynamicity and interactivity of e-dictionary example texts enable user participation, and freedom from the traditional paper format allows for more design options, expanding the interpersonal meaning and improving the acceptability and intentionality of examples. Users can enjoy flexibility and customization while creating their own reading paths. Regarding the verbal mode of examples, I identified two distinctive genre styles (the conversational style and the story style), supporting the claim that dictionaries are "discourses in their own right" and they are "divergent and intertwining" (Chen 2015) . Fourth, concerning the example texts, I analyzed the three main composition types with corresponding information value rules, presenting a diagram illustrating a typical design of visual space (see Figure 9 ). This may be the first endeavor to do so in lexicography.
Last, smartphone dictionary app pages often have a vertical composition of equally-sized tiles, which creates choices of the same order, and textual linking or rhyming. With such findings, the current study echoes with research on other types of multimodal texts, such as science communication websites .
The current study has two implications for lexicography and multimodal discourse studies. One implication is that the uniqueness and diversity of edictionary example texts are central to the critical analysis and understanding of the multimodal discourse. Different types of e-dictionaries have distinctive features, and each needs a close look separately (cf. L'Homme and Cormier 2014). The other implication is that an integrative and panoramic perspective should be taken to broaden the horizons of multimodal lexicography. For one thing, different modes and their semiotic devices should be coordinated to make new meanings. For another, the three metafunctions are intrinsically interrelated and can be seamlessly integrated in example texts. Color, for instance, is multi-functional for it can express ideational meaning, arouse personal emotions, and also serve as a tool for separation and framing (cf. Kress and Van Leeuwen 2006: 230) .
Limitations and future research
Largely relying on introspective analysis, this study has some limitations.
Empirical research into user needs should be conducted to support the arguments stated in the article. More investigations are needed into the mode selection and intermodal synergy for e-dictionary examples. More data should be collected from smartphone and tablet dictionary apps in the global wave of mobile assisted language learning. This leaves much room for future work. There are two main directions for future research, user research and (multimodal) lexical database, which have become the foci of lexicographical research in the digital revolution (cf. Thieberger 2011; Fellbaum 2014; Lew 2015; Lew et al. 2017) . First and foremost, analysis should be made to uncover how such multimodality impacts upon users' experiential and cognitive encounters with these examples. User research should focus on user needs in specific types of situations, which may lay a foundation for customized example classifications (cf. Bergenholtz and Bothma 2011; Potgieter 2012) . Furthermore, multimodal lexical databases should be built on the basis of multimodal corpora and be finely tuned to a variety of parameters or facets of user customization (cf. Kipp et al. 2009; Bergenholtz and Nielsen 2013) . These two directions of future research may help build a solid empirical base for a theoretic model of multimodal lexicography.
In summary, the research questions proposed at the beginning of this article have been answered. As an important part of multimodal lexicography, multimodal exemplification deserves scholarly attention since it can bring both chances and challenges for meaning representation.
Endnotes
1.
Multimodal definition is (the act of) meaning explanation of a word or phrase with multimodal devices for achieving better defining effect than language does alone, especially in an e-dictionary (Liu 2015) .
http://lexikos.journals.ac.za
2.
The number and complexity of examples should be increased with precautions against information overload (cf. Gouws and Tarp 2016) , though. Dictionary users want information fast.
3.
Hypermodality is more than multimodality in just the way that hypertext is more than plain text, and it is not simply that we juxtapose image, text, and sound; we design multiple interconnections among them, both potential and explicit (Lemke 2002) . In the simplest form of hypertext, we might have a web of "pages" (or paragraphs, sentences, or even single words) in which the whole or some part of the page was linked to the whole or some part of another page in some way other than by the default sequential convention of ordinary reading (ibid.). 4.
A communicative system simultaneously fulfills three metafunctions: the ideational, the function of constructing representations of the world; the interpersonal, the function of enacting (or helping to enact) interactions characterized by specific social purposes and specific social relations; and the textual, the function of marshalling communicative acts into larger wholes, into the communicative events or texts (Kress and Van Leeuwen 2006: 228) .
5.
The Big Five dictionaries refer to the following English learner's dictionaries: Oxford, Longman, Collins COBUILD, Cambridge and Macmillan. 6.
Xu (2009: 9-10) tailored De Beaugrande's (1980: 6) seven criteria for textuality to be four criteria for illustrative examples, viz. intentionality, informativity, cohesion and acceptability. Intentionality concerns lexicographic intentions behind a dictionary example; informativity means the types and amount of linguistic information shown; cohesion involves the ties between the dictionary example and its source text, and the links between the example and the dictionary text; and acceptability refers to the degree to which an example satisfies its target users (ibid.).
